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The Pfizer Vaccine Only Has 1,291 Side Effects!

By Emerald Robinson, March 07, 2022

The FDA was forced by a judge to release clinical data on the COVID vaccines back in
January and so 55,000 pages of documents were just released. The FDA had originally
wanted to hide the data for 75 years and release it in 2096 because, of course, the FDA is
basically engaged in a criminal conspiracy.

“Preemptive Nuclear War”: A Third World War Spells the End of Humanity as We Know It.

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, March 07, 2022

At no point since the first atomic bomb was dropped on Hiroshima on August 6th, 1945, has
humanity been closer to the unthinkable. All the safeguards of the Cold War era, which
categorized the nuclear bomb as “a weapon of last resort”, have been scrapped.

Reflections on War, Injections, and Terror at This Crossroads in History

By Prof. Anthony J. Hall, March 07, 2022

While experts in “perception management” are using the media to lure the public into
single-minded condemnation of Russia, our attention is being drawn away from stunning
revelations coming to light in our midst.

Not by Bread Alone, but Mainly by Platitudes. “National Borders”

By Dr. T. P. Wilkinson, March 07, 2022
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Unlike many who seem to believe that freedom of movement (since 2020 extinguished in
the EU) must mean an end to national borders, I have only felt that borders should be
recognised as the product of political will and history.

United States Plans to Step Up Its Economic War Against China

By Dr. Leon Tressell, March 07, 2022

The attempt by the United States to confront, contain and undermine the economies of both
Russia and China continues unabated. Having instituted an economic war against Russia
through  its  sanctions  the  US  is  also  seeking  to  step  up  its  offensive  against  China’s
economy.

A Concrete Solution to the Ukrainian Crisis and an End to the Threat of World War

By Emanuel Pastreich, March 07, 2022

The sudden media frenzy over the move of Russia’s military into the Ukraine in defense of
Donetsk and Lugansk, the Donbass region featuring a largely Russian-speaking population,
is deeply disorienting for us. We already know from the last few years, and from the last
twenty years, that journalism, globally, is dead and that little of the information that we
receive is reliable.

Russia’s Invasion of Ukraine and International Law. Prof. Francis Boyle

By Prof. Francis A. Boyle and Dennis Bernstein, March 07, 2022

Now, that was not put into writing, but under basic principles of international law that I
teach to  my students,  oral  commitments  made by high level  government  officials  such as
Secretary of  States,  Prime Ministers,  etc.,  are binding under  international  law.  So,  the
Soviets had a binding commitment from the United States and several  of  these other
European states that NATO would not move to the east.

Moderna Patented Key COVID Spike Protein Sequence in 2016

By Dr. Joseph Mercola, March 07, 2022

The facts surrounding SARS-CoV-2’s origin just keep getting stranger and more disturbing as
time goes on. From the start, most of the evidence seemed to point to the virus being a lab
creation that somehow escaped the confines of the laboratory. We really don’t have much of
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anything to suggest otherwise.

Report of Toddler’s Death Disappears from VAERS and CDC Has No Records as to Why!

By Informed Consent Action Network, March 07, 2022

The report described an extremely disturbing incident wherein a two-year-old boy “began
bleeding out of the mouth, eyes, nose and ears within six hours” of his first dose of Pfizer’s
COVID-19 vaccine on November 18, 2021, and died later that night.

Russia Crisis Sends U.S. Officials to Venezuela to Meet with Maduro

By Michael Wilner and Antonio Maria Delgado, March 07, 2022

Top U.S.  officials  traveled to Caracas over the weekend to gauge whether the Venezuelan
government of Nicolás Maduro might be willing to distance itself  from Russia over the
invasion of Ukraine, in exchange for an easing of U.S. sanctions on its oil sector.
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